Patients with functional pain disorders often complain of generalized sensory hypersensitivity, finding sounds, smells, or even everyday light aversive. The neural basis for this aversion is unknown, but cannot be attributed to a general increase in cortical sensory processing. Here we quantified the threshold for aversion to light in patients with fibromyalgia, a pain disorder thought to reflect dysregulation of brain pain-modulating systems. These individuals expressed discomfort at light levels substantially lower than healthy controls. Complementary studies in lightly anesthetized rat demonstrated that a subset of identified pain-modulating neurons in the rostral ventromedial medulla unexpectedly responds to light. Approximately half of the pain-facilitating "ON-cells" and pain-inhibiting "OFF-cells" sampled exhibited a change in firing with light exposure, shifting the system to a pro-nociceptive state with activation of ON-cells and suppression of OFF-cell firing. The change in neuronal firing did not require a trigeminal or posterior thalamic relay, but was blocked by inactivation of the olivary pretectal nucleus. Light exposure also resulted in a measurable but modest decrease in the threshold for heat-evoked paw withdrawal, as would be expected with engagement of this pain-modulating circuitry.
Introduction
Patients with functional pain disorders often complain of multisensory hypersensitivity, reporting that normal sounds, odors, and even everyday light are bothersome. [20] [21] 58 This clinical observation is rarely quantified, and the underlying neural basis remains a puzzle. However, it is known that sensory acuity per se is not enhanced, nor is there amplified processing in primary sensory pathways. 10, [38] [39] [40] 48 Here we focused on photosensitivity, and explored the possibility that intrinsic brain pain-modulating systems are engaged by light and thereby contribute to sensory hypersensitivity.
We first considered sensitivity to light in patients with fibromyalgia, a well-described but poorly understood pain disorder in which impaired pain-modulating systems are thought to play an important role. 37, 50, 62 We determined that the threshold for light-evoked aversion and the ability to tolerate light in these patients was substantially reduced compared to healthy controls.
We next investigated a potential neural mechanism for abnormal generalized photosensitivity. The exacerbation of migraine headache pain by light and light-induced pain in the eye region in uveitis and other ophthalmic conditions are well known. These forms of photosensitivity are likely explained by a convergence of visual input with trigeminal nociceptive information at the level of the trigeminal nucleus in the caudal medulla or in the posterior thalamus. [44] [45] However, the well-documented direct interaction of visual input with pain sensory transmission pathways does not adequately explain a more general light intolerance such as that exhibited in fibromyalgia. We therefore considered an interaction of visual input with pain-modulating circuits in rats, and found that a subset of pain-modulating neurons in the rostral ventromedial medulla (RVM), "ON-cells" and "OFFcells", 19 unexpectedly respond to light stimuli, even under basal conditions. These neurons are the output of an intrinsic pain-modulating system, and project to the dorsal horn where they modulate somatosensory processing. ON-cells exert a net facilitating influence on nociception, and OFF-cells a net inhibitory influence. A shift in the balance between these two populations can lead to enhanced or diminished pain. Further, experimental activation of ON-cells is aversive in rodents. 12, 26, 30, 33 Finally, in order to delineate the relevant circuitry through which photic input could reach the RVM, we investigated three possible relays: the olivary pretectal nucleus (OPt), the posterior thalamus (PO), and trigeminal sensory afferents (trigeminal ganglion, TG). The first is a known relay in the pupillary light reflex, 53, 63 while the latter two are sites where light-related information has been shown to converge with trigeminal nociceptive transmission pathways. [44] [45] Taken together, our findings provide a possible mechanism for abnormal photosensitivity in the absence of migraine or eye pathology. These data raise the possibility that light modulates pain processing such that normally innocuous inputs could be perceived as uncomfortable or aversive via activation of pain-facilitating ON-cells, and suppression of pain-inhibiting OFF-cells.
Methods

Human Study
2.1.1. Study Participants-Twenty-four women with fibromyalgia and 24 pain-free controls from the Pacific Northwest region were consented (IRB# 9036, Oregon Health & Science University). Inclusion criteria for fibromyalgia subjects were diagnosis based on 1990 ACR criteria, 60 average overall pain scores of 6 or greater over the past month, and aged 21-70 years. Healthy controls were pain-free and matched within five years on fibromyalgia subjects' age. Exclusion criteria for all included 1) significant eye pathology (glaucoma, blindness, macular degeneration), drugs known to alter pupillary dilation, centrally-acting drugs (opioids, serotonin-reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), serotoninnorepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs), antiepileptics); 2) diseases typically associated with altered light sensitivity or function of the melanopsin pathway (migraines, uveitis, iritis, dry eyes, glaucoma 18 ), and 3) diagnosis of panic attacks, seizures, or post-concussive syndrome.
2.1.2.
Procedure-On the testing day, current pain levels and associated symptoms were assessed using the Revised Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire (FIQR) or the Revised Symptom Impact Questionnaire (SIQR, a fibromyalgia-neutral revision developed to compare non-fibromyalgia subjects with fibromyalgia patients). These are validated instruments with good psychometric properties in both fibromyalgia and healthy controls. 16, 20 All subjects completed somatic pressure pain sensitivity testing using pressure algometry (Medoc Algomed, Ramat Yishai, Israel), measured in kg at mid-volar forearm of the subject's dominant side.
Methods for measuring light aversion were adapted from studies of photophobia in migraine headache. 14, 41, 54 Subjects were dark-adapted for 30 min in a dark room on a comfortable massage table with soothing music. Maintaining a dark environment, subjects were then led to the testing room and positioned with their heads on an adjustable chinrest, and diffuse light flashes were delivered in a Ganzfeld dome using an Espion E2 photostimulator. Stimuli were delivered for 2 s at 4 s intervals. The first stimulus measured 8 lux, and each subsequent stimulus was nominally twice as bright as the previous one. (Measured range: 8 to 67,360 lux. Measured, rather than nominal, brightness was used for all analyses.) On the first five trials (Discomfort), the researcher specified: "I will increase the brightness of the light; please let me know when you feel uncomfortable." The stimulus train was discontinued when the subject indicated discomfort, and the mean intensity at which the subject indicated discomfort was determined on each of the five trials at two-minute intervals. Following five discomfort trials, a single trial on which the subject was asked to indicate intolerance was run, with the researcher specifying: "I will continue to raise the brightness of the light; please let me know when you can no longer tolerate it." The stimulus protocol was stopped when the subject indicated intolerance. Thresholds for discomfort and intolerance to brightness were recorded. (age, ethnicity) , baseline clinical characteristics (current pain, associated symptoms), and overall impact of disease (FIQR, SIQR) were assessed and compared using independent sample t-tests (continuous variables) and chisquared test (categorical variables). The primary outcome was difference in mean light discomfort thresholds between the fibromyalgia group and healthy controls.
Data analysis-Demographics
Group means were compared to examine differences in light discomfort threshold and intolerance levels between the fibromyalgia group and controls. Light intensity was log2 transformed to normalize the data for analysis (two-tailed t-tests for independent groups) and presented as geometric mean with 95% confidence limits. In addition, a moderation analysis examined the relationship between light discomfort threshold (dependent variable) and pressure pain threshold (independent variable) in the two groups (independent variable) using the standard Baron-Kenny methodology. 3 A similar moderation analysis examined the relationship between light discomfort threshold (dependent variable) and clinical pain (independent variable) in the two groups (independent variable). Studies in lightly anesthetized animals included electrophysiological recordings, pharmacological inactivation, and behavioral withdrawal testing and were performed as described previously 11, 42 in a room under low (< 100 lux) ambient light conditions.
Animal Study
Electrophysiological
Recording-RVM neurons were isolated and characterized as ON-cells, OFF-cells, or NEUTRAL-cells. This mutually exclusive and exhaustive classification is based on firing patterns relative to nocifensor withdrawals. 19 At the withdrawal, "ON-cells" become active (if not already active), "OFF-cells" cease firing (if active), and NEUTRAL-cells do not change firing rate.
Behavioral
Testing-For thermal nociceptive testing, a Peltier device (Yale Instrumentation, New Haven, CT) was lightly applied to the plantar surface of the left hindpaw, and heated at a constant rate of 1.2 °C/s from 35 °C to a maximum of 53 °C. To avoid damage to the paw, the heat stimulus was removed when the animal initiated movement of the stimulated paw (as indicated in EMG).
To characterize RVM responses to light and determine the effect of light-exposure on nociceptive withdrawal, diffused light stimuli (30 s, 18×10 3 lux, comparable to that employed by Okamoto et al. 45 and less than the brightest stimulus intensity employed by Noseda et al. 44 or in the human studies described above) were delivered using a fiber-optic source (Dolan-Jenner Fiber-Lite, Dolan-Jenner Industries, Buxborough, MA) placed 5 cm from the right eye. For the Long-Evans strain, pupils were dilated to eliminate differences in the amount of light reaching the retina due to any variations in the pupillary light reflex between animals or from trial to trial. For neurons with background activity, the neuron was considered "photosensitive" if firing rate during the 30-s stimulus changed by at least 50% relative to background activity, and "light-insensitive" if any change was less than 50%. In the case of ON-cells without spontaneous activity, the cell was considered responsive if at least 10 spikes occurred during the stimulus. These criteria were chosen based on the known changes in firing during heat-evoked withdrawal. In the present experiments, OFF-cell firing changed 75 ± 3% (mean ± SEM) at the time of the paw withdrawal, and ON-cell firing changed 229 ± 15% relative to pre-stimulus baseline, and withdrawal-related and lightevoked changes in firing of light-sensitive ON-and OFF-cells were comparable (see Results). The 50% criterion is also conservative relative to the 25% change in threshold used by others. 44 Our data may therefore underestimate the incidence of photoresponsiveness in this region.
Experimental Protocols
RVM extracellular single-unit recording: Sprague-Dawley (albino, n = 75) and LongEvans (black-hooded, n = 17) rats were used in this set of experiments. There was no difference between the strains in incidence of photoresponsiveness (Fisher's Exact Test, p = 0.58), so data were combined for all analyses. To assess the responsiveness of identified RVM ON-, OFF-, and NEUTRAL-cells to light, stimuli were applied at 5-min intervals, alternating noxious heat and light, with two or three trials for each stimulus. Interleaving noxious heat and light trials at predefined intervals provides a consistent pattern of noxious stimulation and confirms anesthetic stability. This approach also avoids confounds that arise when the delivery of the stimulus is determined by the experimenter who is monitoring the activity of the cell. In this set of experiments, more than one cell could be characterized in an individual animal as the electrode was moved through the RVM, and 176 cells (90 ONcells, 73 OFF-cells, and 13 NEUTRAL-cells) were recorded in the 92 rats.
Inactivation of potential relays of light information to the RVM: An inactivation strategy was used to determine whether light stimuli influence the RVM via trigeminal afferents, the posterior thalamus, or the olivary pretectal nucleus. These experiments were performed in a subset of the animals described above. After isolating a photosensitive ONcell or OFF-cell, baseline data were collected (interleaved responses to heat and light stimuli at 5 min intervals, 2x each stimulus as described above). Lidocaine (4%) was microinjected into the right trigeminal ganglion (TG, 1 μl over 3 min), left posterior thalamus (PO, 500 nl over 3 min), or left olivary pretectal nucleus (OPt, 200 nl over 2 min) using a 1-μl Hamilton syringe connected to a glass micropipette (OD 75-80 μm, PO and OPt) or a metal cannula (33 ga, TG) with PE50 tubing. Although lidocaine blocks fibers of passage as well as local cell bodies, it has the advantage of a short duration of action, which allowed us to verify that the RVM response recovered after the block. Evoked responses were monitored for an additional 30 minutes. Coordinates for the different targets were as follows. TG: 3.0 mm caudal and 2.6 mm lateral to bregma, 10.1 to 10.5 mm from brain surface. PO: 5.6 mm anterior to interaural line, 2.5 mm lateral to midline, 5.0 mm below brain surface. These coordinates targeted injection sites near the dorsal border of the PO, since the majority of cells responding to both dural and light stimulation are found near or above the dorsal border of the PO. 44 OPt: 4.2 mm anterior to interaural line and 1.4 mm lateral to midline, 4.5 mm below brain surface.
Effect of light stimulus on nociceptive threshold:
To determine whether the threshold for heat-evoked paw withdrawal was altered during exposure to light, we alternated heat trials at 5-min intervals with and without concomitant light stimulation, for a total of six trials (3 Heat alone, 3 Light+Heat). In trials with light stimulation, the light stimulus was turned on for 30 s, and the heat stimulus triggered approximately 10 s into the light stimulus. Heat was terminated when the animal withdrew from the heat stimulus. (Sprague-Dawley strain, n = 10).
2.2.4.
Histology-Microinjection sites were marked by fluorescent beads (FluoSpheres, Invitrogen, Eugene, OR) included in the lidocaine solution. Recording sites were marked with an electrolytic lesion at the conclusion of the experiment. Recording and injection sites were mapped using the atlas of Paxinos and Watson. 47 Data from sites outside of the boundaries of the target structures were excluded from analysis.
Data Analysis-Data are presented as mean + SEM. Spontaneous firing is
determined from 30-s sampling intervals immediately preceding each stimulus trial. The 30-s pre-stimulus interval was adopted based on the original description of periodicity of these cell classes, 2, 25 and captures the current state of the neuron (active or inactive). Because the spontaneous firing of these neurons is not stationary, use of a longer baseline is precluded.
We also determined the duration of the longest single silent period beginning during the light stimulus or associated with the heat-evoked withdrawal (OFF-cells) or the total spike count in active periods beginning during the light stimulus (ON-cells) or associated with the heat-evoked withdrawal. To facilitate comparisons between stimulus modalities and groups, reflex-and stimulus-related changes in activity for both ON-and OFF-cells were also expressed as a percent of the background firing by comparing firing rates at the time of the withdrawal (3 s interval beginning 0.5 s prior to the withdrawal) or during the light stimulus to that in the 30 s before stimulus onset. A ceiling of 500% of baseline was imposed as a conservative approach to limit impact of neurons with low spontaneous activity. Peak firing was defined for ON-cells as the firing rate in the single highest 0.5 s bin associated with paw withdrawal (3 s window beginning 0.5 s before the withdrawal) or during the light stimulus (30 s duration).
Cell parameters in photosensitive and light-insensitive populations were compared using two-tailed nonparametric tests (Wilcoxon's signed ranks, Mann-Whitney U), with p values of less than 0.05 considered statistically significant. Correlations were calculated using Spearman's rho.
Results
Patients with fibromyalgia demonstrate profound photosensitivity
Female patients with fibromyalgia and age-matched healthy controls were enrolled (n = 24/ group). Symptom severity was assessed using validated questionnaire instruments (FIQR/ SIQR). 20 Patients had significantly higher mean scores on the FIQR/SIQR than healthy controls, indicating moderate to severe fibromyalgia impact (Table 1) . Patients self-reported greater sensory sensitivity (auditory, visual, and olfactory stimuli) using this instrument.
Pressure and light sensitivity analyses-Pressure pain thresholds for fibromyalgia patients were significantly lower than those for healthy controls, consistent with the presentation of this disorder (Fig. 1a) .
To determine photosensitivity in patients with FM, we adopted procedures previously used in patients with migraine to measure thresholds for light-evoked discomfort and intolerance. 14, 41, 54 Both discomfort and intolerance thresholds were significantly lower in the fibromyalgia group than controls (Fig. 1b) . Light discomfort and pressure pain thresholds were correlated (Pearson's r = 0.55, p = 0.0001). However, when fibromyalgia status was examined as a moderator to the relationship between light discomfort and pressure pain, 3 status was a statistically significant predictor of light discomfort (Table 2) ; pressure pain was no longer significantly correlated with light threshold when status was included in the model (p = 0.238). This indicates that fibromyalgia status explains more of the variance in light threshold than pressure pain threshold (Adj R 2 for light threshold and status = 0.47, F 2,45 = 21.46, p < 0.001).
Light discomfort thresholds were also correlated with clinical pain ratings (r = −0.66, p < 0.0001). However, a moderator analysis again indicated that fibromyalgia status moderated the relationship, since light threshold was not significantly correlated with clinical pain rating when fibromyalgia was included in the model (p = 0.19). This indicates that fibromyalgia status explains more of the variance than clinical pain ratings as such (Adj R 2 for light threshold and status = 0.47, F 2,45 = 21.80, p < 0.001).
Identified brainstem pain-modulating neurons respond to visual light in the rat
Pain-modulating neurons were recorded in the RVM of normal, lightly anesthetized rats using standard in vivo extracellular single-cell recording techniques. A total of 176 RVM neurons was recorded in 92 animals (1 to 5 cells per animal), with 73 classified as OFFcells, 90 as ON-cells, and 13 as NEUTRAL-cells. NEUTRAL-cells do not respond during noxious-evoked behaviors, and whether these neurons have a role in pain-modulation remains an open question. 26 RVM ON-and OFF-cells are defined by changes in activity associated with behavioral responses to noxious stimuli. 19 Remarkably, a substantial subset of these neurons exhibited a robust change in firing during exposure to bright light (approx. 18,000 lux shone in one eye, an intensity comparable to that used in prior studies of photosensitive neurons in the trigeminal system and posterior thalamus). [44] [45] Examples of an OFF-cell and ON-cell that exhibited light-related changes in firing are shown in Fig. 2 . The OFF-cell showed complete inhibition of firing associated with the heat-evoked paw withdrawal, pausing for 5.87 s. This cell also showed a pause in firing during photostimulation, with complete inhibition lasting over 26 seconds, most of the stimulus application. The ON-cell, recorded in a different animal, showed a vigorous heat-evoked reflex-related response, with peak firing at approximately 18 spikes/s and an average of 351 evoked spikes per reflex-related burst of activity. The response to light was comparable in this neuron, with peak firing again 18 sp/s, and an average of 483 total evoked spikes.
Using a 50% change in firing relative to background activity to define a neuron as photosensitive, we determined that 61% of the OFF-cells and 50% of the ON-cells examined in these experiments responded to light (Fig. 3a) . None of the NEUTRAL-cells studied showed a change in firing associated with the light stimulus (Fig. 3a) .
We next attempted to determine how light-evoked changes in firing compared to those evoked by noxious somatic stimuli. The photosensitive OFF-cells exhibited comparable slowing at the time of the heat-evoked paw-withdrawal and during light exposure (Fig. 3b , heat and light responses for "Photosensitive Cells"), and the decreases in firing rate during noxious heat and light were not significantly different. As would be expected given the definition of photosensitivity, the light-evoked change in firing of the OFF-cells considered light-insensitive was significantly less than the change in firing associated with the heatevoked paw withdrawal of the same neurons (Fig. 3b , heat and light responses for "Lightinsensitive Cells").
Photoresponsive ON-cells showed increases in firing during light exposure as well as at the time of paw withdrawal (Fig. 3c , heat and light responses for "Photosensitive Cells"), although the increase associated with the heat-evoked paw withdrawal was significantly greater for these neurons than during light exposure. Peak firing rate associated with the heat-evoked reflex was also significantly greater than that during light exposure (heat: 32.5 ± 3.1 sp/s, light: 22.6 ± 2.6 sp/s, p < 0.0001 Wilcoxon's signed ranks test). As would be expected, the light-evoked change in firing of the ON-cells considered light-insensitive was significantly less than that associated with heat-evoked paw withdrawal of the same neurons (Fig. 3c , heat and light responses for "Light-insensitive cells").
Analysis of the OFF-cell "pause" associated with heat and during light, and the ON-cell "burst" associated with heat and during light confirms that both classes respond to light. Fig.  4a plots the pause duration (in seconds) and Fig. 4b the burst activity (total evoked spikes) for photosensitive and light-insensitive OFF-and ON-cells. In both cases, the light-evoked response is at least as large as the heat-evoked, reflex-related response in the photosensitive subgroups.
Since not all ON-and OFF-cells responded to light exposure, we also considered the possibility that light-insensitive cells might be less responsive to sensory inputs more generally. Consistent with this notion, heat-evoked, reflex-related changes in firing were different for light-responsive versus non-responsive cells, a difference seen in both the OFFcell and ON-cell samples (Fig. 4a, b) . Indeed, noxious heat-related changes and light-evoked changes were significantly correlated (OFF-cells: r = 0.62, p < 0.0001, ON-cells: r = 0.34, p = 0.01). When considering photosensitive neurons only, the light-related pause exhibited by the OFF-cells was significantly longer than that associated with heat-evoked withdrawal (Fig. 4a) . However, this difference presumably reflects the fact that the light stimulus was applied for a full 30 s, whereas the heat stimulus was terminated when the animal withdrew the paw. A similar trend was seen for the ON-cell burst, although this was not statistically significant (Fig. 4b) .
We next considered whether photosensitivity was related to spontaneous firing rate of the neuron under study, as a measure of overall excitability. As shown in Fig. 5 , spontaneous firing rates of photosensitive and light-insensitive OFF-cells were comparable, at approximately 10 spikes/s. Light-insensitive ON-cells exhibited a slightly higher spontaneous firing rate (Mann-Whitney U, p = 0.045). Thus, photosensitivity was not related to a higher firing rate in the ON-cell population or a lower spontaneous firing rate in the OFF-cell population, suggesting that photosensitivity does not simply reflect overall excitability of the neuron, at least as reflected in spontaneous activity.
Finally, we considered the possibility that photosensitive neurons were found only in a subset of animals. The example in Fig. 6 shows an OFF-and ON-cell recorded simultaneously on a single electrode, with the OFF-cell light-responsive but the ON-cell unresponsive. We determined the percentage of cells that were light responsive from all experiments in which more than one cell was recorded per animal. This was found to range from 0 to 100%, averaging 48.3 ± 4.8%, which was comparable to the proportion seen in the overall sample of 176 neurons. Therefore, photosensitivity was not specific to certain animals, but was a property of individual neurons, and photosensitive and insensitive neurons were intermingled.
In sum, RVM pain-modulating neurons display a range of responsiveness to light, with only a subset demonstrating a substantial change (> 50%), and photosensitivity is to some extent related to the responsiveness of that same neuron during noxious thermal stimulation, although not to spontaneous firing rate.
Light exposure lowers the threshold for noxious heat-evoked withdrawal
We next considered the functional implications of light-evoked responses in RVM neurons. Given that ON-cells exert a net pro-nociceptive effect, and that OFF-cells have a net antinociceptive effect, 26, 30 one would predict that light exposure should produce a fairly small, but measurable behavioral hyperalgesia. To test this, we compared the thresholds for heatevoked withdrawal with and without concomitant light exposure in alternate trials in a separate set of experiments. The threshold was lowered, modestly but significantly, in trials where heat was applied during light exposure compared to ambient light (47.6 ± 0.17 during light exposure vs. 47.9 ± 0.20 °C in ambient light (approx. 100 lux), t 9 = 3.1, p = 0.01, n = 10). This change in threshold is small, consistent with the previously reported modulation of nociceptive threshold by spontaneous fluctuations in ON-and OFF-cell firing, 25, 27, 42 and with the fact that only a subset of RVM neurons was activated by light in these animals.
Photic input is relayed to pain-modulating systems via the olivary pretectal nucleus
Using an inactivation strategy, we next tested three candidate relays through which information about light could gain access to the RVM: trigeminal primary sensory neurons, which are required for light-evoked activity in the spinal trigeminal nucleus, 45 the posterior thalamus, which is known to receive convergent input from trigeminal (dural) afferents and retina, 44 and the olivary pretectal nucleus, a reasonable candidate because of its known role in irradiance detection. 53, 63 Following a baseline period during which ON-and OFF-cell responses associated with heatevoked withdrawal reflexes and light stimulation were determined, lidocaine was microinjected into the trigeminal ganglion (TG) ipsilateral to the light stimulus, the contralateral posterior thalamus (PO, since the projection is mostly contralateral 44 ) or contralateral olivary pretectal nucleus (OPt, again, the projection being almost entirely contralateral 64 ). Block of TG or PO had no effect on the responses of OFF-and ON-cells to either heat or light (Fig. 7a-d) . By contrast, inactivation of OPt attenuated or blocked the light-related responses of these neurons, without affecting responses during heat-evoked withdrawal (Fig. 7e, f) . Fig. 8 shows an example of an almost complete block of a lightevoked response of an RVM ON-cell following inactivation of OPt, with subsequent recovery. Placements of the injectors in the PO and OPt regions are shown in Fig. 9 .
Discussion
Photosensitivity has not previously been quantified in individuals with fibromyalgia, although it is widely recognized clinically. 20 We determined that women with fibromyalgia experience discomfort at light levels substantially lower than those required to elicit this sensation in age-matched healthy controls, and that they are unable to tolerate light levels well within the tolerance of the controls. Further, fibromyalgia status predicted abnormal photosensitivity even when controlling for pressure-pain threshold.
Despite complaints of multi-modal hypersensitivity in these patients, sensory acuity per se is not enhanced, nor is there amplified processing in primary sensory pathways. 10, [38] [39] [40] 48 Consequently, the abnormal photosensitivity observed here in fibromyalgia patients is unlikely to represent a simple hypersensitivity of visual sensory systems. Our finding in rodents, that light can modulate the firing of brainstem pain-modulating neurons, even under basal conditions, therefore provides a plausible mechanism by which light could increase sensitivity to somatic inputs, causing normal somatosensory afferent traffic to be perceived as aversive or even painful. Additional studies, in both humans and rodents, are clearly needed to examine this hypothesis. Investigation of photoresponsiveness of RVM neurons in rodent chronic pain models will be particularly crucial.
Dysfunction of brainstem pain-modulating systems is thought to play an important role in the pathophysiology of fibromyalgia and other "functional pain disorders" where an obvious peripheral trigger cannot easily be identified. 37, 50, 62 We therefore considered the possibility that photic input could activate identified pain-modulating neurons in the RVM, a primary output node of brainstem pain-modulating circuitry. Light activated a subset of RVM ONcells and suppressed the firing of a subset of OFF-cells. Since the net effect of ON-cell activation is pro-nociceptive and aversive, while the net effect of OFF-cell activation is antinociceptive, 28, 30, 33 light exposure tipped the balance in this system to a more pronociceptive state.
Consistent with the idea that light could induce a pro-nociceptive state, light exposure led to a behaviorally measurable decrease in nociceptive withdrawal threshold in the rodent study. Under the conditions of this experiment, light-associated behavioral hyperalgesia was modest, consistent with the known effect of suppressing a net inhibitory tone mediated by OFF-cells, 25, 27, 42 and with the fact that only a subset of the ON-and OFF-cell populations responded during the light stimulus under the conditions of our experiments. It will be important to define stimulus-response curves for light-related engagement of this system in future studies, but the magnitudes of the light-and noxious heat-evoked changes in firing of the photosensitive neurons were correlated. This raises the possibility that additional ONand OFF-cells could be recruited into the photoresponsive population under conditions and chronic pain models where these neurons are known to be sensitized to somatic input, such as persistent inflammation, nerve injury, or models of migraine headache. 9, 11, 17 In migraine for example, sensitization of RVM ON-and OFF-cells to light as well as somatosensory input would be consistent with the mutual potentiation of visual and somatic discomfort reported by migraineurs. 8, 15, 36, 54 It will therefore be important to determine whether the light-evoked responses of RVM neurons are enhanced in migraine models and other hyperalgesic states. Conversely, it would be of interest to determine whether clinical pain is influenced by light in individuals with fibromyalgia or other pain disorders attributed to dysregulated pain-modulating systems. Sex differences may also be important. The human subjects were female, while the rodents were all male, and future studies should examine both sexes within each species. However, fibromyalgia is now recognized as occurring in males as well as females, and the clinical picture is much the same in the two sexes, apart from women having more tender points and depression. 5, 24, 59 In any case, the goal of the present studies was not to directly compare photosensitivity in human and rodent, but to characterize and quantify abnormal photosensitivity in a chronic pain population (specifically fibromyalgia), and define a possible underlying neural mechanism.
We did not investigate the light-evoked output from the RVM. However, this region is known to project to the dorsal horn. Light-induced activation of RVM ON-cells could therefore lower pain thresholds through this pathway, modulating dorsal horn processing of somatic sensory input. In effect, the visual input is converted to a general somatic discomfort. (Light-evoked changes in RVM activity could also modulate light-evoked responses in somatosensory pathways, e.g., trigeminal complex or thalamus.) Alternatively or in addition, the extensive ascending projections of the RVM to limbic forebrain 32, [56] [57] could play some role in producing light-induced aversion. Although the function of the ascending RVM projections has not been investigated, it is not unreasonable to think that they could contribute to the aversion resulting from ON-cell activation. 33 Ascertaining whether the descending and/or ascending projections from RVM contribute to abnormal photosensitivity would therefore be of significant interest.
Finally, we considered the relays through which information about light levels is conveyed to the RVM. The RVM is not known to receive direct retinal input, but since RVM ON-and OFF-cells respond to noxious stimulation delivered over the entire body surface, we tested the possibility that these neurons derive their sensitivity to light via nociceptive transmission neurons receiving convergent irradiance input or other light-induced input from the eye, such as the trigeminal system or posterior thalamus 13, [44] [45] Although we cannot state with certainty that the entire posterior thalamus or trigeminal system was silenced with our microinjection, even with the large volumes employed here, these relays are unlikely to have a major role, since RVM responses to light were unchanged following lidocaine microinjection in either structure. This finding also implies that light-evoked responses in RVM do not represent a noxious ocular event, which would presumably be mediated by the trigeminal system. By contrast, inactivation of the OPt effectively eliminated the RVM response to light, while the responses associated with heat-evoked withdrawal were unaffected. OPt has classically been recognized as a relay in the pupillary light reflex. 53, 63 It is also an important target for intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells, [22] [23] which are thought to mediate light aversion in mice. 52 Although the OPt itself does not appear to project to the RVM directly, it does project to the Edinger-Westphal nucleus and lateral parabrachial complex, either of which could influence the RVM through direct projections. 4, [6] [7] [34] [35] 56 In conclusion, the present experiments document substantial light intolerance in patients with fibromyalgia, and raise the possibility that this abnormal photosensitivity could be explained by abnormal engagement of pain-facilitating systems by light. Pain-modulating systems are widely thought to be dysfunctional in fibromyalgia and other functional pain disorders, 50, 62 and our experiments in normal rodents demonstrate that endogenous painmodulating systems receive input related to light levels. We also provide evidence that this input is relayed via the OPt, and not via trigeminal sensory pathways, and that the influence of light on pain-modulating neurons has functional consequences. These findings add to the known inputs to the RVM that have the potential to modulate nociceptive responsiveness, including sensory inputs and top-down influences from higher centers such as periaqueductal gray, amygdala, and hypothalamus. 1, 29, [31] [32] [42] [43] 46, [55] [56] [57] Our findings may extend beyond fibromyalgia to other pain disorders that are considered to reflect altered pain-modulation circuitry. 49, 51, 61, 65 Dysfunction of descending control is difficult to pinpoint in individual patients, and typically involves the use of noxious stimuli. Although direct comparisons between nocturnal rodents and diurnal humans must be approached with caution, our finding that some brainstem pain-modulating neurons respond to light, even under basal conditions, suggests that abnormal photosensitivity should be investigated as a potential index of dysregulated descending control in patients with a range of pain disorders.
Fig. 1. Photosensitivity in fibromyalgia patients
Thresholds for (a) pressure-pain and (b) light-evoked discomfort and intolerance were determined in fibromyalgia patients and age-matched healthy controls. As would be expected based on the clinical presentation of this disorder, the fibromyalgia group exhibited a significantly lower threshold for pressure-evoked pain. They also reported light-evoked "discomfort" and "intolerance" at substantially lower levels than controls. (t-test compared to control, ***p < 0.001). Data presented as mean with 95% confidence limits. Neurons more responsive during nociceptive withdrawal were also more responsive to the light stimulus. **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 compared to heat-evoked changes using Wilcoxon's signed ranks test. #p < 0.05 compared to light-responsive neurons of that class using Mann-Whitney U. Data presented as mean + SEM. For OFF-cells, parameter is duration of reflex-related pause (heat-evoked withdrawal) or longest silent period beginning during the light stimulus. For ON-cells, parameter is total evoked spikes associated with heat-evoked withdrawal or longest continuous active period beginning during the light stimulus. *p < 0.05 compared to pre-block baseline, Wilcoxon's signed ranks test. OFF-cells: n = 6 (TG), 7 (PO), and 8 (OPt). ON-cells: n = 10 (TG), 7 (PO), and 6 (OPt). Data presented as mean + SEM. Histologically verified locations of injection sites in PO (left) and OPt. Apt: anterior pretectal nucleus; LD: lateral dorsal thalamic nucleus; LDvl: lateral dorsal thalamic nucleus, ventrolateral part; LPmr: lateral posterior thalamic nucleus, mediorostral part; MPt: medial pretectal nucleus; OPt: olivary pretectal nucleus; PO: posterior thalamic nucleus; VPL: ventroposterolateral thalamic nucleus; VPM: ventromedial thalamic nucleus. Distance rostral to interaural line is indicated for each section. 
Moderation analysis
Relationship between light discomfort threshold (dependent variable) and pressure pain threshold (independent variable) in normal and fibromyalgia groups (independent variable). Pressure pain rating was not significantly correlated with light discomfort threshold when group was included in the model, indicating that fibromyalgia status (group) explained more of the variance than pressure pain threshold. 
